Playing order: ● × □ △ ◊ ★
Chord names are additions

Tune 6th string to D

* Let all notes ring

Quietly but boldly

Composed by John Williams
ARRANGED FOR GUITAR BY TED GREENE
9-16-1982
Theme from E.T. - Ted Greene Arrangement (p. 3)

F
A/9
A
AΔ7
slide A to B

Add more fire

GⅪ
F/G
C
Em
Eb

Cb
Eb
Eb

B/A
Gb/Ab
Ab/Gb
Ab/9/F

* LET RING----------*
Theme from E.T. - Ted Greene Arrangement (p. 5)

more delicately

Gradually increase passion
Theme from E.T. - Ted Greene Arrangement (p.6)

Gradually diminish intensity

Lively \( \text{\textbackslash d}=80 \)

RIT...
Gradually
increase
dire
More delicately

Tenderly but with increasing strength too